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Abstract

In this paper we shall be concerned with Lavrentiev regularization method to reconstruct

solutions rO of nonlinear ill-posed problems F(x) = yo, where instead of yo noisy data y6 E X

with lf - y/oil •5 are given and F X - X is an accretive nonlinear operator from a real

reflexive Banach space X into itself. In this regularization method solutions x are obtained by
solving the singularly perturbed nonlinear operator equation F(x) + a(x - X*) = y/6 with some

initial guess x*. Assuming certain conditions concerning the operator F and the smoothness of

the element x' - xO we derive stability estimates which show that the accuracy of the regularized

solutions is order optimal provided that the regularization parameter ct has been chosen properly.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we study the stable solution of nonlinear ill-posed problems

F(x) yo(1

where F X - X is a nonlinear operator from a real reflexive Banach space X into itself.

Throughout this paper we assume that X is a real reflexive Banach space with a dual X* that

is strictly convex and F is an accretive operator, that is, there holds

(F(X 2 ) - F(xl), U(X2 - X1)) > 0 for all XI, X2 E X (2)

where the notation (z, f ) is the value of the linear functional f E X* on the element z E X.

We further assume throughout that (1) has a unique solution x E X and that y E X are the

available noisy data with

11Y Y011 6 (3)

known noise level 6 > 0, - 0 and that F possesses a locally uniformly bounded Fr~chet-

derivative F'(.) in a ball B (xo) of radius r around xro E X.

The problem of solving (1) is, in general, ill-posed (see [35]). By this we mean that the

solutions do not depend continuously on the data. The numerical treatment of nonlinear ill-

posed problems requires the application of special regularization methods. A well known and

effective technique is Tikhonov regularization. In this method a regularized approximation x.

is obtained by minimizing Tikhonov's functional

J.,&(x) = IF(x) - y1 + ceix - x*11'

with some guess x* E X (see [6]) and some properly chosen regularization parameter a > 0. If F

is Fr~chet differentiable, then the regularized approximation x& satisfies the necessary condition

for minimum (cf. e.g., [17]), i.e.

FI(x)*[F(x) - y6]1 + a(x - x*) 0

where FI(x)* is the adjoint of the Fr~chet-derivative F'(x). Tikhonov regularization theory for

nonlinear problems has been studied by some authors (cf, e.g., [6, 22, 23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33, 13,

27, 28, 11, 12, 15, 29]). While for linear ill-posed problems the regularization theory is rather

complete (cf, e.g., [4, 10, 7, 16, 3, 21]).

In the case of monotone operators F the least squares minimization can be avoided and one

can use the simpler regularized equation

F(x) + ce(x - x*) = yd. (4)

This method, in which the regularized approximation x6 is obtained by solving the singularly

perturbed operator equation (4), is called the Lavrentiev regularization method (see [18]), or
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sometimes, the singular perturbation method (see [19]). In addition that F is a linear operator,

the regularized approximation xd of equation (4) is given by

X5= (F +aI) - (yd + ax*).

Hence, in this case (4) reduces to the well Lavrentiev regularization method for linear ill-posed

problems F(x) = y, F E L(X, X), which has been extensively studied by many authors, specially

for solving Volterra integral equations of the first kind (cf. e.g. [8, 9, 26]). Here the advantage is

that Lavrentiev regularization preserves the natural evolutionary structure of Volterra equations

and therefore, leads to quick and simple numerical procedures.

While for nonlinear ill-posed problems, there are still many open problems for the regular-

ization theory; recently, some authors have studied Lavrentiev regularization method solving (1)

containing monotone operators in Hilbert spaces (cf. e.g., [19, 14, 34]) and earlier by Al'ber [2].

The plan of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we derive error bounds for 11x - l n

show that under certain conditions concerning the nonlinear operator F and concerning the

smoothness of the element x - xo, the accuracy of Lavrentiev regularization method is order

optimal provided that a is chosen a priori. In section 3 we discuss a posteriori rule of choosing

the regularization parameter a which is the solution of the nonlinear scalar equation

lia(F'(x') + aI)-1 [F(x') - y61= C6

with constant C > 1. We prove that under certain assumptions this equation has a unique

solution a = a(6) which guarantees order optimal error bounds for iixi - xoll. In section 4 we

briefly discuss an example to illutrate the assumptions required in the foregoing sections.

2 Lavrentiev regularization with priori parameter choice

Throughout this and the next section we shall use the notations

A=F'(xO), A = F'(x5)

Ma, a(A + aI)'1, M6 a(A8 + aI)-1.

Since F is an accretive operator, it follows that the operators A, A, Ma, M&, respectively,

are also accretive. It is well known that the dual mapping U 27X -+ X* holds the following

properties

11U(X)I = 11XII, il(X, U(X)) 11= iiU(X) IiiiXl = i[Xii2, for all x E X7.

Moreover, by the stated assumption of 27, 27*, it follows that the dual mapping is single-valued,

monotone, hemicontinuous, uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of X(see [36]).

First, we discuss the existence and uniqueness of the regularized approximation 46 of problem

(4).
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Theorem 2.1 Under the stated assumption, the regularized problem () has a unique solution

X6 in the ball B,(x0) of radius r around xo in X with r =I1x* - xoll ± 6/a.

Proof. By the stated assumption on X, X*, F, it follows that equation (4) has a solution (see

[5, 36]). Moreover, equation (4) has a unique solution. Indeed, suppose that xl, 2 are solutions

of (4), then

F(xl) + az(xl - x*) = j(5)

F(X2) + a(X2 - X*) = Y6 (6)

Subtracting equations (5) and (6) yields F(X2 ) -F(xl)+a(X2 -Xr 1 ) 0 and scalar multiplication

by U(X2 - XI), gives

(F(X 2) - F(xl), U(X2 - X1)) + al1X2 _ X1112 = 0.

Due to the assumption (2) the first summand on the left-hand side is non-negative, hence

X2 = xl. Let x4 denote a solution of (4), we have

F(A) +a(x5 x*) = y.

Consequently, F(x6) - F(x0 ) + ca(x - x*) = y6- yo and scalar multiplication by U(x - x0,),

gives

(F(x5) - F(xo), U(X8 - Xo) c - X*, u(aA - Xo) = Y o 6 - 0

Using the accretive property (2) and (3) we obtain

14A - X0I • 1jX0 - X* + 6/a.

Hence, x5 E B (xo).

The proof is complete.

Theorem 2.2 Assume the accretive property (2). Let x, be the (unique) solution of the singu-

larly perturbed operator equation

F(x) ± a(x - x*) = yo (7)

and x6 the (unique) solution of the singularly perturbed operator equation (4.Then,

ii4~ - xCII • 6/a. (8)

Proof. Since x, z x, are respectively solutions of (4), (7), it follows that

F(A) - F(x 0 ) + a(x - ,~) = y6 - yo.

Scalar multiplication by U(x - XJ, gives

(F(x6) - F(x,~), U(x - X0 )) + a (4 - ,,, U(X6 - Xj) = y& o ( -X)

Using the accretive property (2) and (3) we obtain

1140 - x.1j • 6/ae.
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Theorem 2.3 Assume the accretive property (2). Let x, be the (unique) solution of equation

(7). Then,

XCk -~+XO as a--> O.

Proof. Since x., is a solution of equation (7) we have

F(x,,) - F(xo) + a(x0, - x*) 0.

Consequently,

(F(xck) - F~xo), U(x,, - xO)) + a(xQ, - x*, U(x, - xO)) = 0.

Due to the assumption (2) the first summand on the left-hand side is non-negative. By neglecting

this summand we obtain

(Xa - Xo, U(x. - xo) + ( 0 - X*, U(Xa, - sO)) • 0.

Consequently,

IIXOk - xo1I • IIX* - XoII. (9)

Hence, the sequence (a) is bounded in the real reflexive Banach X; therefore, there exists a

subsequence (xfi) that weakly converges to ±;- E X as ,3 -4 0. We shall prove that F(_7) = yo,

i.e., that t = xO. Let x be any fixed element of X, then

(F(x) - yo, U(x - xv8)) = (F(x) - F(x,6), U(x - xfl)) - 03 (x,6 - x*, U(x - x)

Let /-+0. Since the sequences I1x,611 and IIU(x - x,6)11 =lix - xplare bounded, when we take

the limit in (10) we obtain

(F (x) - yo, U (x - t)) Ž 0, for all x E X.

Consequently,

(F (x) - F (±), U (x - ±)) + (F (i) - yo, U (x - t)) Ž 0, for all x E X.

Due to the assumption (2) the first summand on the left-hand side is non-negative. By neglecting

this summand we obtain

(F(±t) - yo, U(x - ±)) Ž 0, for all x E X.

Hence F(±t) = yo. Since the solution of equation (1) is unique, we obtain t = xO. On the other

hand, since xf6 is a solution of equation (7) we have

F(x0) - F(xo) + j3(xo - x*) = 0.
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Scalar multiplication by U(xfi - xo), gives

(F(x,3) - F(xo), U(xfi - xo)) + f3 (x,3 - x*, U(x,6 - xo)) = 0.

Due to the assumption (2) the first summand on the left-hand side is non-negative. By neglecting

this summand we obtain (xo - x*, U(xfi - xo)) < 0. Consequently,

11x,8 - XoII2 • (* - Xo, U(x,3 - XO)). (1

Since the dual mapping is sequentially weakly continuous in X and U(0) = 0 (see [36]), from

(11) it follows that

11X13 - XoII -+ 0, /3- 0.

The uniqueness of limit implies that x - xo, a -+ 0. The proof is complete.

By Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, we obtain the following result

Theorem 2.4 Under the stated assumption, x -+ xa, as a -+ 0, 6/ae -+ 0.

The estimate of (9) shows that x B,(x0) with r = I1x* - xoll. In order to derive error

bounds in terms of a, certain source condition and certain nonlinearlity condition ae needed.

This we shall discuss below.

Theorem 2.5 Assume the following conditions hold:

(a) There exists w E X satisfying x* - xo= F'(xo)w.

(b) The Fr~chet-derivative F'(.) is locally Lipschitz in a ball B,(xo) of radius r around x E X

that is, there exists a Lipschitz constant L > 0 such that

IIF'(x) - F'(xo)1I • L11x - xoll for all x E B,(xo) with r = I1x* - xOII.

Let x, be the (unique) solution of the singularly perturbed equation (7). Then, for all ae,

Ilxzt - x011 • (I1wiI ± -1III2 a. (12)

Proof. We introduce the notations

Z,= xCr - xo and B = AM,, = Mc,A

with M,, = ae(A + atI)-1 . Since xc, is a solution of equation (7) and (a), it follows that

F(xc,) - F(xO ± Bw) + ae(zc, - Bw) = F(xo) - F(xo + Bw) ± aAw - aBw

= F(xo) +ABw -F(xo +Bw).

Scalar multiplication by U(zc, - Bw) we obtain
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(F(xj) - F(xo + Bw), U(z,, - Bw)) ± a (z0, - Bw, U(z, - Bw))

=(F(xo) +.ABw + F(xO + Bw), U(z0, - Bw)).

By the assumption (2) the first summand on the left-hand side is non-negative and

IIU(z. - Bw)II1 lIza, - BwII and (z,, - Bw, U(z,, - Bw)) I iza, - BwiI12,

we obtain

ceiz. - BwI112 < IIF(xo) + ABw - F(xO + Bw)1111z. - BwII.

Due to the assumption (b), we have

JiF(x) - F(xo) - F'(xo)(x - xJ)I < 1
IIX _ Xolf 2 .

By applying this property with x o + Bw and 1jB1j • a (see [20]), we obtain

L
I1 za - BwII < -alwil2.

Since lizall1 • liz,, - Bwil + IBwil, it follows that

II,- xoII • (1WI + L 1wtI2) a.

Theorem 2.6 Assume the following conditions hold:

(a') There exists w E X satisfying x* - -o =F(xo)Pw, p (0, 1].

(b') There exists a constant ko 0 such that for all x E BT(xo) with r = l1x* - xolI and z E X

there exists some element k(x, xo, z) X with property

[F'(x) - F'(xO)] (z) = F'(x0)k(x, xo, z) and Ik(x, xo, z)I •1 ko jzll.

Let xa be the (unique) solution of the singularly perturbed equation (7). Then, for all a,

IIa - X011 < (1 + ko)iiw~iaP. (13)

1

Proof. We introduce the operator Na = f F' (xo ± t(x,, - xo)) dt. From the mean value theorem
0

in integral, we have F(xa) - F(xo) =Na(xza - xo). Since x is a solution of equation (7) we

have

F(x.) - F(xo) + ce(x 0, - x*) = .

Consequently,

Nx,- xo) ± a(x 0, - xo) = a(x* - )
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Due to (a') we have x - xo= A~w. Furthermore, from the assumpion (2), it follows that the

inverse operators (N0, + aI)-1 and (A + aI)-1, respectively, exist. Consequently,

O- xa = a(N 0 + aI>1 '(x* -xo)

= Qa(A ± aI)-'A~w + ca [(N 0, + aI)'1 - (A + aI)'1] A~w

= M 0 A~w ±(N + aI)-'(A -N 0 )M 0 A~w.

By the assumption (b'), it follows that

lixa - X01I • IM.A~wiI + koII(N. + aeIY 1 NIiIM.A~wiI.

Using the estimate IIM,0APII • aP' (see [20, 25]), we obtain (13).

Remark. Using the estimate of (8) and the results of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6, we obtain

that for the a priori parameter choice a = k(J/I1wII) 11P+ 1 there holds the order optimal error

estimate

1jx6 - XoII < cHII /P+¾5P/P+l

where c = c(k) is a constant which does not depend on 6, a and liw il.
We also look at the sample of the given error estimate in [34]. In this paper the assumption

(2) has been replaced by the stronger assumption that the operator F is monotone in a Hilbert

space.

Under the assumptions (a) and (b), the error bounds 11x, - xoll in [3, 1] have the form

IIXa, - X01< 211wilc
- 2 - L1wil

and in addition requires the smallness condition LjIwII < 2. The error bound in [19] has the form

li br - X011 cc- with some constant c and requires also the smallness condition LIwII < 2.

This smallness condition is not necessary for our estimate of (13).

Some estimate for 11x6 - xo 1I has recently been given in [14]. In this paper F'(x0) is accretive,

i.e. Re ('(x0)x, x) Ž 0 for all x in a Hilbert space X. The error estimate has (for the a priori

parameter choice a = kx/J) the form

11X5 - XoII < k - 1 ±kIII)V'J

and requires the smallness condition Liwil < and some additional restriction for the constant2

k of the form k > VfL/V- 1-2LIlwII.

Let us compare our order optimal error bounds with corresponding bounds Tikhonov regu-

larization. For Tikhonov regularization instead of (a) the source condition

*- xo = [FI(xo)*FI(xo)] p/ 2 w, wEX, p>O

has been exploited. Then it can be shown that in the case of a priori parameter choice ae - /

order optimal error bounds I1x6 - xol -I 6P/P+1 hold:
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(i) for p E [1, 2] provided (b) and the smallness condition Liiwi < are satisfied (see [7, 6]);

(ii) for p E (0, 1] provided some additional conditions concerning the non-linear operator F

similar to condition (b') are satisfied (see [11]).

Hence for Tikhonov regularization order optimal error bounds can be guaranteed for the larger

range p E (0, 1. Lavrentiev regularization is more simple and does not require the smallness

conditions Li~wl < 1.

3 Lavrentiev regularization with posteriori parameter choice

Throughout this section we use the notations which have been introduced in section 2 and

we shall briefly state the given assumptions (a), (b), (a'), (b') in section 2. We shall study a

posteriori rule for choosing the regularization parameter a in Lavrentiev regularization method

(4) as follows

p(a) =lia(F'(x) + ceIfr [F(xA) - y] C6 (14)

where x is the (unique) solution of the singularly perturbed operator equation (4). This

posteriori rule has been studied in [34]. In this paper the assumption of the operator F is

monotone in a Hilbert space.

Let us start our study with the justification of rule (14).

Lemma 3.1 Assume the accretive property (2) and C > 1. If the initial guess x satisfies

IIF(x*) - y6I > 06, then there exists a solution a = a(S) of equation (1i) with

a ao := x* d. (15)

Proof. First, we show that p(a) is continuous for a E (0, ±oo).- By Theorem 2. 1, we have x in

Br (xo) with r iix* - xOll + 6/a. We consider (4) with positive regularization parameters a

and /3, respectively, then we obtain

F(x6) - y6 a(x* - x5),

F(xA) - F(x') = /3(x* - X) C ~*-xj

Consequently,

I3(x~a - A0) = (a - 3)(x* - 5) + /3(x* -4X) - ae(x* - xd)

a a-/ [F(x,,J- yd] + F(A) -F(x')

- a-/ [F(x6) y] R (x' A)
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with R fF'( tx6 A dt

Hence, -~(i+(-~)t

Xot - (R + /31)-i [F (x5) - yJ]

Since 11I(R5 +/31I)'11 • I//3 (see [20]), it follows that

IIXIC -x A 11 (Ii1F~(x&) - F(x,)II + IF(xa) - yoll + 6) (16)

On the other hand, we have

F(x&) - F(xj) + a(A - x,,) = yj- yo.

Consequently,

IIF(xA) - F(x.)1I • llyd - y/oil + aI - x.

Using (8) and (3) we obtain

JlF(xA) - F(x.)11 < 26 for all a > 0. (17)

By the definition of the element xQ, we have

F(xa) - F(xo) + a(x0, - xO) = ae(x* - xO).

Consequently,

IIF(x.) - F(xo)I 11 a (lx. - xoll + jlx* - xoll).

Using (9) we obtain

lIF(x.) - F(xoJ1 2lx*' - xoll for all ae > 0. (18)

From (16), (17), (18) we conclude that llx - 5 I - 0, as /3 ce . rom this property, the

Fr~chet-differentiability of F in B,(x0) and (14), it follows that p(a) is continuous for a > 0.

Next, we show that

p(aeo) •5 CJ and lim p(ae) = IF(x*) - yb 11. (19)

From (4),(7), 11Mc 0J1 • 1, (8), (15), (14) we obtain

p(ato) = lM.o [ao Co(X6 X zj + aeo(x, 0 - X*)] 

<ao11X6 X" Zao + leoMg (,,, - X*)II1

< j + aI1z* - ol

=C6.

From the definition of 4~ it follows that xA x as a oc . Since in addition M,,- I as

a - o we obtain (19). Now Lemma 3.1 is followed from the continuity of p(ae), (19) and the

mean value theorem.

In order to prove order optimal error bounds for I1x. xoll with a chosen from rule (14)

three preparatory lemmas are required. The proofs of these lemmas are similar to [34].
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Lemma 3.2 Let assumptions (2) and (b') with k < 1, r = iix* - xolI be satisfied. Then, for

all 0 <j3 < a, ce (* X)1

11X. - I11a< 1 - ) ± II, xOii.

Lemma 3.3 Let assumptions (2), (b') with r =I1z* - xOII + 6/ae be satisfied and let ae = a(d)

be chosen by rule (14). Then,

llaM. (x* - xck) 11 • (C + 1)(1 + ko)6.

Lemma 3.4 Let assumptions (2), (a') with p E (0, 1, (b') with r = llx* - xoll + 6/a be satisfied

and let a = ae(S) be chosen by rule (14) with C > 1. Then,

ae> [(1±+k)311Ij p

Now we are in a position to prove the main result which consists in providing order optimal

error bounds for 11x4 - xoll provided a is chosen from rule (14).

Theorem 3.1 Assume (2), (a') with fixed p E (0, 1], (b') with ko < 1 and r llx* - xoll + 6/a.

Let a = ae(6) be chosen by rule (14) with C > 1. Then, for all 6 > 0,

1 p

114~ - XolI • CPI1wil P+1 6~ (20)

with a constant c independent of 6 and liwl of the form

p= 2(1±+ ko) [ +±ki] p~,+ [ (1 +k)] P.1 (21)

Proof. We consider a fixed regularization parameter ae = 13 of the form

6 = C with CO = k (22)

and we distinguish two cases. In the first case we assume that the solution a = a(6) rule (14)

satisfies a < 13. In this case we obtain from Theorem 2.6 with ae = a(6), estimate (8), Lemma

3.4 and (22) that

114 - xoil ha4 - Zal + llX. - XolI

< (1±ko )311W11] p~ 1±k)~I3

(1 + ko)c0P + [(1 +ko) 3
1 1 )p~I~6' (23)

In the second case we assume that the solution ae = a(6) of rule (14) satisfies a > 13. In this

case we obtain from Lemma 3.2, estimate (8), Theorem 2.6 with a =1,Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4
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and (22) that

lix~a - zoII • 1:4ka - XcjI1 + 11xTh - XolI

< /a+ IlaWaX* - x-A)I X3-X1
r(1+ko)1P+ (C+)1±ko)

< [( i koI3WIIp (C +(1ko) + (1 +ko)iiwl/3P
C- 1WI F1 ,,(1- ko)co 24

= ((1+k0 )~+ (C +1)(1±+ko) + [(1 k )

Since the error bound (23) of the first case is smaller than the error bound (24) of the second

case we conclude that the error bound for 11x. - xoll with a chosen rule from (14) is given by

(24). By substituting the special value co from (22) we obtain (20) and (21).

Now we also assume that the element x* - xo is sufficiently smooth, i.e., x* - xo= F'(xo)w.

In this case order optimal error bound for 11x8 - xoll with ae chosen from rule (14) can be

guaranteed under (b) instead of (').

Theorem 3.2 Let (2), (a) and (b) with radius r = I1x* -xol+6/a be satisfied and let a =a(S)

be chosen by rule (14). Suppose that the constant

C > 1 + LiwIl (i + L~wI + L 211WII 2 + L3 11WIl2)

and that the Lipschitz constant L of the assumption (b) is sufficiently small such that

2L1wi + LliwiI + L2H11I2)2<

Then, there exists a constant CO independent of 6 such that

14x~ - XoII • Cod~

Proof. The proof is similar to [34].

4 Application

In this section we will introduce an example to illustrate some of the assumptions required in

the foregoing sections.

We consider the Volterra equation of the first kind in the real Hilbert space X = L 2(0, T),

with T <oo
t

F (x) (t) = Jx(t - r) x (r) dr yo (t), t E (0, T). (25)

0

This equation occurs in many engineering problems. Let us provide L 2(0, T) with the weighted

inner products
T

(X, y)~ f -2at x(t)y(t) dt
0
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and the corresponding weighted norms iixi, (e2a X2 (t) dt) where the parameter a is

non-negative. These specially chosen inner products and norms are necessary to get better

sufficient conditions for the Fr~chet derivative F' and the source condition in the sequel. Note

that the scale 11.11 satisfies the relations

e- aT 010 < li-11, • 4I.10 a 0

Suppose that instead of the exact right-hand side yo we only know some approximation

y6 E L 2(0,T) such that 111y6 - oiio < . It was shown in [11] that the problem (25) is ill-

posed in L 2(0, ), i.e., the convergence y - yo does not necessarily imply the convergence of

corresponding solutions of (25). It is well known that Lavrentiev regularization approximation

of (25) is a solution of the equation of the second kind

J x(t - r)x(-r) dr + a(xr(t) - x. (t)) yy(t), (26)

0

where ca > 0 is a regularization parameter and x. (t) is some guess in L 2 (0, T).

Equation (26) has a unique solution x for every ai> 0 and every right-hand side from X (see

[37]). Moreover, the operator F is accretive with respect to the inner products (. ) ' > 0 and

satisfies the assumptions (a), (b), (b') (see [14)).
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